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The transport system is designed to provide effective scheduling and

transmission of a transport plan and to perform transport control

based on the transport plan.  The East Japan Railway Company has

developed the Integrated Railway Operation System for scheduling,

transmission, and control of train schedules, Hercules for creating the

operation curve required to create train schedules, and Autonomous

Decentralized Transport Operation Control System (ATOS), thereby

promoting systematization.

The transport system should also take on the responsibility of

minimizing customer inconvenience in the event of disruptions of the

train schedule and ensuring quick recovery of the train schedule to

daily status.  However, systematization has not yet been achieved in

this field.  To solve this problem, research and development are

currently under way in the form of an "Total operation management

system."

The following introduces the systems developed and introduced so

far and those currently under development:

2.1 Demand prediction

To create a transport plan (train schedule), the demands

need to be predicted.  The data required for this demand

prediction includes what is called "OD data" (Origin and

Destination).  This data represents the number of

passengers traveling from one station to another.  This

data is obtained from various sources such as passenger

movement surveys and automatic fare collection

information.

Demand prediction is made based on this data, using an

analysis procedure of various algorithms, and does not

require any large-scale system.  This technique is

represented by the four-step estimation method established by MIT in

the 1960s.  (Details will not be described here).

2.2 Selection of rolling stock

When the transport demand volume has been predicted, the model

and type of rolling stock to be used and number of rolling stock that

make up each train are determined, with consideration given to the

operating section in the line section, transport capacity required for

each time slot, and passenger services.  In this case, the database is

also used.  This work is largely done by skilled personnel.

2.3 Calculation of running time

To schedule a train schedule, the amount of time required for the

type of rolling stock to run between each station on the route must

be known.  This is called the standard running time.  The standard

running time is defined as the planned minimum required time for

trains to run between stations.  And to calculate such time, a graph

called the train operation curve diagram is needed.

The train operation curve is a graphic representation of a train's

traveling status.  It shows the relationship between the train's distance

and speed.  Generally, it is called the run curve.

In 1992 the East Japan Railway Company developed a system called

"Hercules" that would create such a run curve.  Hercules manipulates
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basic data such as track data (distance, slopes, curves, etc.) and

rolling stock data (acceleration and deceleration performances, etc.)

as shown in Fig. 1, and creates the operation curve for the minimum

running time under given conditions.  Based on this run curve, it also

creates a timetable to be used for reference.

In 2002, we developed a "PC-ready Hercules" that allows the system

to be used on an ordinary general-purpose computer.  This is used by

the personnel in charge of transport at each branch office, for

research and development at the Research and Development Center,

and for construction work Tokyo Electric Construction office. in order

to increase the work efficiency and to simulate the track improvement

work.

2.4 Scheduling the transport plan

After predicting demand, selecting the rolling stock, and calculating

the running time, scheduling of a specific transport plan (train

schedule) starts.  The system used in this phase is called the

Integrated Railway Operation System (IROS).

The following describes the overview of the integrated railway

operation system.  It has the configuration shown in Fig. 2, and can

be classified into the following four subsystems:

・ Scheduling System 

・ Scheduling Transmission System 

・ Actual Results Statistics System  

・ Rolling Stock Management System

The scheduling system modernizes the work of creating train

schedules and vehicle operation and crew operation in the branch

offices.  The schedule transmission system is used to transmit the plan

created in the branch office to each station and passenger section.

The actual results statistics system serves to report and summarize the

operation record.  The rolling stock management system provides

centralized control of the information on car embodiment

management and troubles.

Introduction of the above-mentioned integrated railway operation

system allows the train schedule information for all line sections of JR

East to be formed into a database so as to exercise centralized

control.

As described above, the train schedule is created by the "Scheduling

System" of the integrated railway operation system.

In the scheduling system, a train schedule is created by the personnel

in charge of train planning in branch offices and other locations,

assisted by a computer, according to the interactive on-screen

method.  So far the personnel in charge have been using pencils and

paper to carefully create train schedules.  This work is now replaced
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by the system, with the result that a substantial reduction of time and

planning error is achieved.

The transport plan scheduled in the above-mentioned procedure is

transmitted to the related sections.  This will be described below:

In the past, the plan called "Bulletin" was transmitted to the related

sections in hard-copy form.  In the related section, the operation

information such as the train time and track number described in this

"Bulletin" or the vehicle operation plan and crew operation was

excerpted and written on a hard-copy train schedule.  This work was

done at all workplaces including stations, operating depots, and

maintenance depots.  To prevent possible errors, a number of

employees checked the finished work two or three times.  This

required intensive human labor and extreme attentiveness.

This work has now been systematized, and has become the

transmission system that is a part of the integrated railway transport

operation system.  The burden of the personnel in charge has been

reduced by computerizing the creation of the time table and train

schedule in branch offices, and the train schedule to be implemented

is output from a printer.

The crew is relieved of the task of creating an irregular time table

required for the operation of each special train run.  And not only

that, work assignment tables and roll books have come to be printed

out as work plans as well.

In the station and maintenance depot, it automatically creates

operation status tables and train schedules to be observed, and has

contributed to reducing the amount of work and improving safety.  In

the conventional method where excerpts are extracted from the

operation report, if, for instance, the run of a special train is omitted

from the excerpt, the train could enter an area where workers are on

the tracks and result in an accident.  However, such problems can be

prevented by this new system.

As shown in Fig. 3, introduction of the integrated railway operation

system has basically eliminated the task of excerpting from the

Fig.3: Work flow after introduction of integrated railway operation system

3 Transmission of transport plan
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operation report which had to be done in the conventional method.

This leads to improved safety and a substantial improvement in work

efficiency.

4.1 Normal times

Thus, trains operate according to the train schedule created as

described in paragraphs 2 and 3 above.  As a system for managing

train operations, management systems such as ATOS (Autonomous

Decentralized Transport Operation Control System) for instance is in

use in the metropolitan area.  ATOS will not be described in detail

here since it has already been explained.  The train schedule needed

by ATOS is created according to data from the integrated railway

operation system, and is delivered to the route control device of each

station.  Based on this schedule data, the route control device controls

the point.  In addition to route control, the train schedule is also

indicated on the electronic LED bulletin boards to provide guidance

information to passengers, or it can be used for automatic public

address and information services.

4.2 Disrupted train schedules 

As described above, train operations and route control are normally

carried out based on the train schedule.  If a problem occurs and a

train is stopped, the train schedule will become disrupted as a result.

In the central dispatcher room in charge of train operation control, in

case of a personal injury or equipment failure, the schedule is

modified according to the circumstances of the accident.  For

example, a train enroute to a certain station may be made to turn

back or the train run could be cancelled.  Every effort is made to

ensure that transportation is provided wherever and whenever

possible.  At the same time, if there has been a disruption and the

problem has been solved, efforts are made to restore service as soon

as possible.  This work is called the operation rescheduling.  In line

sections using ATOS, this operation is done as follows: The train

schedule data on the graphic display (GD) is modified by the

dispatcher in the central dispatcher room by entering the new data

directly using a mouse.  Then the route control of the affected stations

and bulletin board display for passengers are automatically updated

according to the new data.

It should be noted that at present the operation rescheduling is made

at the discretion of the dispatcher without any system support.  When

train operations have been changed according to operation

rescheduling, the vehicle operation and crew operation are changed

considerably from the original plan.  These operation changes are

also at the discretion of the dispatcher or other members of each

section.

As described above, the railway transport system has been

computerized sequentially ranging from the train scheduling phase to

train operation control, with some exceptions.  As a result of this

project, labor savings and modernization have been realized in a

substantial portion of the train rescheduling work and other daily

tasks.

However, in the railway industry, there is almost no system support

provided to attain speedy restoration of train schedules in the event

that the train schedule is disrupted by confusion resulting from

accidents and breakdowns.  This situation calls for systematization of

creating a modified plan (for operation rescheduling and operation

change) and its transmission (of dispatcher instructions to the affected

stations) in the event of transport confusion.

So what is the reason why systematization has not been realized in

such an important area?  As for creating a modified plan, namely a

draft operation rescheduling, the expertise and experience of the

dispatcher have not been put into writing.  Systematization is difficult

since conditions vary widely among each of the line sections where

trains operate.  Further, accurate modifications of the vehicle

operation plan and crew operation are not possible in the current

situation where tracing the location of the vehicles and crew becomes

difficult when the dispatcher has changed operating plans in order to

restore transportation immediately after restarting operations.  Another

reason is found in the hardware environment of system configuration;

namely, there have been problems in CPU processing speed, and

studies on applying algorithms have been insufficient.

As for transmission of the modified plans (transmission of dispatcher's

instructions), a system for automatic transmission of information was

realized in the Shinkansen stations and certain other sections ahead of

all others.  However, the transmission of information to the trains,

since they are on the move, was made by the dispatcher using a

5 Total operation management system
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Fig.4: Total operation management system

wireless means, due to lack having a means of communication with

sufficient capacity.  As for the conventional lines, the only

communications media available was analog wireless equipment, so

"operational changes cards" were created based on the information

faxed to the station by the dispatcher, and these were handed to the

crew by the station staff.

To solve the problems in this field, the Advanced Railway System

Development Center has developed an "Operational changes

transmission system" for automatic transmit of operation changes to

the train crew from the dispatcher, and a "Vehicle operation

rescheduling support system" for supporting the

vehicle operation rescheduling.  Basic functions of

these systems have been verified.  We are also

developing a "crew operation rescheduling support

system," and a crew operation rescheduling support

system to support the crew operation rescheduling,

and a "mobile information terminal for train crew"

for direct transmit of information from a dispatcher

or crew manager of each section to each crew

member.  Four systems developed so far have been

integrated into a system called a "total operation

management system," as shown in Fig. 4.  Using the

Chuo  Sobu Line as Experimental line, we are

conducting an overall test on all train compositions

and all crew members (only the train operator for crew operation).

The following describes the communications infrastructure facilities

that provide integration of the operational changes transmission,

vehicle operation rescheduling support system, and crew operation

rescheduling support system, all of which comprise the total

operation management system.

5.1 Operatinal changes transmission system

As shown in Fig. 5, the operatinal changes transmission system

ensures that the information entered into ATOS by the dispatcher for

Fig.5: Overview of operatinal changes transmission system
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Information sent by the trains includes the current train number

(different train numbers are assigned to the same train throughout the

day), composition number, current position, kilometer post, and

course number of the crew in charge.  Even when the schedules are

in a state of disruption, having this information allows the "vehicle

operation rescheduling support system" to know the position and

name of the train, and the "crew operation rescheduling support

system" to know the crew course number and where they are located,

as shown in Fig. 6.

5.2 Vehicle operation rescheduling support system

When the train schedule is disrupted, vehicle operations change

drastically as a result of operation rescheduling by the dispatcher.

Depending on the nature of the changes, the recovery to the normal

schedule may be delayed or the "operation return" subsequent to

recovery to the normal schedule may take a lot of time.  To solve this

problem, we have developed a system that ensures correct

operation rescheduling is displayed on the cab monitor of the

relevant train without human intervention.  Needless to say, its

function is not limited to merely sending information.  The dispatcher

watches a timer to make sure that the information he sent has

properly reached the relevant train and the crew members have

viewed that information.  An alarm is issued whenever required,

thereby ensuring reliability of information exchange.  This function is

one of the significant characteristics of this system.

For sending and receiving this information, all trains on the Chuo

Sobu line are provided with packet wireless equipment and an

information transmitter/receiver unit.  This arrangement permits

information to be sent from the wayside to all trains.  Not only that,

the information sent from the train to the wayside can be used by

each of the systems.  This information is very important in the sense

that it enables the vehicle operation rescheduling and crew operation

rescheduling support system to work.

Fig.6: Installation of on-board equipment and information from trains



such as restrictions imposed on car-type, the support system is

provided with two functions; (1) an operation rescheduling function

for monitoring the train composition number, issuing alarms for

operations on the current date, and proposing operation

reschedulings, and (2) an operation return function for proposing to

change the inspection plan for the following day back to its original

monthly inspection plan, and checking the plan for omission of

reschedulings, and the adequacy of inspection regression.  Further,

the "operation return" algorithm is based on the degree of freedom

planning method as one of the ways of solving the issue of

combination optimization.  Fig. 7 shows an example of the screen

displayed by the vehicle operation rescheduling function.

5.3 Crew operation rescheduling system 

To operate vehicle, the train must be assigned with a crew such as a

train driver and conductor.  In the event of disruption of train

operations, crew operations change due to operation rescheduling;

Interpretive Article-1
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rescheduling at the time of train schedule disruption by supplying the

information required for vehicle operation services to the dispatcher

and the vehicle depot personnel in charge, and by suggesting

operation rescheduling procedures.

Initial values of the system such as information on vehicle assignment,

inspection plans, and the like are captured by the existing vehicle

management system (integrated railway operation system).  The

modified information such as that on cancelled runs, shuttle runs to

be carried out in the event of train schedule disruption, train number

and its corresponding composition number, and position information

are sequentially sent to the wayside system as a result of the data

being entered into ATOS or through the communications equipment

mounted on the operatinal changes transmission system.  This

arrangement allows trains to be traced even if the said train was not

originally not scheduled to run on this particular line section, or when

a train is sent outside the ATOS area. 

In conformity with the above-mentioned information and conditions

Fig.7: Example of vehicle operation rescheduling function screen



for example, there is a change of the train assigned to each crew

member.  If an assigned crew member is not available in time for the

next train run under his charge because a train has been delayed,

another crew member is assigned by the dispatcher in charge of the

operation or an crew manager in charge of operations in the crew

office, or the current plan is changed back to the original one.  If a

delay or omission in the arrangement has occurred, further traffic

confusion will develop.  To prevent crew rescheduling errors, we are

developing a system that issues an alarm, supplies the required

change information to the personnel in charge, and suggest an

rescheduling plan.

Information about the change is given in terms of the data entered

into ATOS by the dispatcher, while information on position and path

is provided in terms of the course number of the IC card used by the

crew as a job card.

In JR East's new cars equipped with standard car-mounted monitors

(commuter trains of 209 series and thereafter, and limited express

trains of 651 series and thereafter), the train driver enters his IC card

into the card-reader, and a time table is displayed on the monitor.  At

this time, the course number of the driver in charge is registered into

the crew operation rescheduling support

system on the ground via the

communications device.  Based on this
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information, an alarm is issued to show that a crew member is not

assigned due to a train delay or cancelled run, or a plan to avoid such

a problem is issued.

5.4 Mobile information terminal for train crew 

The crew operation rescheduling support system creates a crew

reassignment plan in order to avoid alarms and cases of unassigned

crew personnel.  We are currently developing a personal digital

assistant (PDA) for crew members that allows such information to be

delivered to each crew member in charge.

The PDA must be provided with functions that enables the new

information to be received seamlessly in any place, that identifies the

current position of the crew member carrying the terminal (the train

where he is working, or the place where he is now placed on

standby), and that allows the contents of the course table to be stored

and displayed in place of the conventional job card (IC card).  To

realize these functions, a public radio network (packet

communications) is used for communications with the PDA, and the

wireless LAN is used to detect the position or to download the course

information.

Fig.8: Mobile information terminal for train crew
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As discussed above, JR East is currently making research and

development efforts in support systems in the event of train schedule

disruption, a target which is said to be very difficult in the transport

service.

This will lead to the systematization of such work as an "integrated

railway operation system" for creating train schedules and delivering

them to the related sections, an "Autonomous decentralized Transport

Operation control System (ATOS)" for controlling the daily train traffic

and a "total operation management system" for coping with changes

in the day's schedule due to train schedule disruption.

However, in order to get the information needed for train

scheduling such as the type and number of trains that are required for

a particular line section in a particular season, and the information on

operation rescheduling to be made by the dispatcher in the event of

train schedule disruption, we currently depend on the expertise and

experience of the personnel in charge.  We at the Research and

Development Center of JR East Group are making efforts to solve

these problems.  The subsequent major agenda in our research

program is the "operation rescheduling system support" which may

have a strong impact on the recovery of transport to its normal status

in the event of train schedule disruption.

Because of the tremendous number of train runs during the

morning rush hours when commuters are on their way to work or

school, dispatchers have reached the limit to their abilities when it

comes to making operation rescheduling plans and entering the data

in order to manage operations.  In our subsequent program, the

expertise and experience of the dispatcher will be incorporated into

the system to realize computerization of operation rescheduling by

making effective use of the information on vehicle operation and

crew operation provided by the total operation management system.
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